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CBSE Results - 2019-20 This year, brilliant students at Greenway Modern School, Dilshad Garden made the school proud with a 100% result in the 12th class. Pragya Pal school topper (humanities flow) got 97.8%. Sarthak Mittal, the topper of Commerce stream scored 97.4% and Sameeksha, the topper of the Science stream scored 97.2%. Prottush Das scored 100 in math and
Ananya Nair scored 100 perfect in Psychology. 54 students got more than 90%. It was a great achievement for all the students and the school. Principal Mohit Sachdeva praised the efforts of all students and congratulated all parents and teachers on this great success. Aktueller Beitrag der SeiteRUSSIAN CULTURAL EXCHANGE PROGRAM AT GMS As the Covid-19 pandemic
is still unravelling, imposing travel restrictions, school closures have had a huge impact on students. In this context, Greenway Modern School, Dilshad Garden has adopted a new approach to help its students gain international perspective and experience by encouraging the virtual cultural exchange program with St. Petersburg, Russia. In this way, about 35 students of class IX of
school no. 349, St. Petersburg, Russia were able to connect with greenway Class IX students digitally (via Zoom) to share their knowledge and learn from each other. During this first virtual session held on November 18, 2020, Russian guests were given a detailed description of Indian geography, its monuments, followed by a virtual tour of the Taj Mahal and the country's vibrant
festivals, mainly Diwali that is celebrated with global gusto. This virtual exchange program has given students from both schools, representing their respective country, a perfect platform to share unique experiences and deep insights and develops intercultural collaborative communication without constraints of borders. GREENWAY EMBLAZONED E-DIWALI &amp; CHILDREN'S
DAY On November 12, 2020, Greenway Modern School organized a special virtual celebration for Diwali and Children's Day. The event was conducted online where students attended a variety of presentations. The event began with the Children's Day celebration that was hosted by teachers for their dear students and students were shown a children's film, Umeed, followed by a
motivational and inspiring song. After that, diwali celebrations took place where students performed Ganesh Vandana, Poetry, Doha Recitation, Dance and even took the oath to celebrate a green Diwali. All branches of the school attended the event and really enjoyed it. The headmaster of the school, Mohit Sachdeva, was immensely happy and well of students' efforts and
praised the same.*Virtual interschool competitions* The young and bright minds of a society are the greatest resource that works for the well-being of the community. Greenway Modern School, Dilshad Garden promotes student spirit to explore find out more. The school cultivates the true potential by awakening the pupil's passion and cultivates their innate talents. Participation in
the Virtual Inter-school Atal Tinker Fest hosted by the Surajbhan DAV school is another enviable achievement achieved by the Greenwanians. Students gained laurels and recognition for the school by winning coveted positions in different categories. The GMS fraternity and school management congratulated the winners for their stellar performance and the students they won are
- * Vaidik Sharma (7thB )-2nd prize *Anubhav Anand (9thB) - 2nd prize *Siya Gaur, 10th E) -3rd prize Students made the school really proud and their efforts were greatly appreciated by the school principal , Mohit Sachdeva.895 gefällt dasElite Education Academy, A temple where discipline, moral and academic values are idols to be... See all delhi schools CBSE ACHIEVERS
CLASS X SESSION 2019-20 This year, the brilliant and diligent students at Greenway Modern School, Dilshad Garden made the school proud with the 100% result in the 10th class. School toppers Saema Haider and Yanshi Sharma got 99.2%. Second toppers Khushi Chaudhary and Nayan Kotnala scored 98% and third topperS Aman Bhardwaj and Kislay Kumar scored 97.6%
Saema Haider and Yanshi Sharma scored 100 perfect in English and Hindi. Shubh Gohil, Kislay Kumar, Dishant Panday, Manan Aggarwal, Saema Haider and Yanshi Sharma scored 100 perfect points in Math. Medha Singhal got the highest marks (90%) in Basic Mathematics. Total 8 students who scored the highest (99%) in Science and 2 students obtained the highest marks
(98%) in Social Sciences. A total of 31 students obtained 95% in total and 82 students obtained 90% and more in total. It was a great achievement for all the students and the school. Principal Mohit Sachdeva praised the efforts of all students and congratulated all parents and teachers on this remarkable success. Aktueller Beitrag der SeiteRUSSIAN CULTURAL EXCHANGE
PROGRAM AT GMS As the Covid-19 pandemic is still unravelling, imposing travel restrictions, school closures have had a huge impact on students. In this context, Greenway Modern School, Dilshad Garden has adopted a new approach to help its students gain international perspective and experience by encouraging the virtual cultural exchange program with St. Petersburg,
Russia. In this way, about 35 students of class IX of school no. 349, St. Petersburg, Russia were able to connect with greenway Class IX students digitally (via Zoom) to share their knowledge and learn from each other. During this first virtual session held on November 18, 2020, Russian guests were provided with detailed description of Indian geography, its monuments, followed
by a virtual tour of the Taj Mahal and the country's vibrant festivals, mainly Diwali which is celebrated with global gusto. This virtual exchange program gave students from both schools, representing their country, a perfect platform to share unique experiences and deep insights and develops intercultural collaborative communication without constraints of borders. GREENWAY
EMBLAZONED E-DIWALI &amp; CHILDREN'S DAY On November 12, 2020, Greenway Modern School organized a special virtual celebration for Diwali and Children's Day. The event was conducted online where students attended a variety of presentations. The event began with the Children's Day celebration that was hosted by teachers for their dear students and students
were shown a children's film, Umeed, followed by a motivational and inspiring song. After that, diwali celebrations took place where students performed Ganesh Vandana, Poetry, Doha Recitation, Dance and even took the oath to celebrate a green Diwali. All branches of the school attended the event and really enjoyed it. The school's principal, Mohit Sachdeva, was immensely
happy and well satisfied with the students' efforts and praised the same.*Virtual interschool contests* The young and bright minds of a society are the greatest resource that works for community well-being. Greenway Modern School, Dilshad Garden promotes the spirit of students to explore and discover more. The school cultivates the true potential by awakening the pupil's
passion and cultivates their innate talents. Participation in the Virtual Inter-school Atal Tinker Fest hosted by the Surajbhan DAV school is another enviable achievement achieved by the Greenwanians. Students gained laurels and recognition for the school by winning coveted positions in different categories. The GMS fraternity and school management congratulated the winners
for their stellar performance and the students they won are - * Vaidik Sharma (7thB )-2nd prize *Anubhav Anand (9thB) - 2nd prize *Siya Gaur, 10th E) -3rd prize Students made the school really proud and their efforts were greatly appreciated by the school principal , Mohit Sachdeva.895 gefällt dasElite Education Academy, A temple where discipline, moral and academic values
are idols to be... New Delhi, Delhi ESTB: 1983 Education Board: CBSE 38 Votes Download Prospectus Apply Now Write a Review Save Follow Compare About the School Greenway Modern Senior Secondary School An Endeavour for quality education A school has four walls with tomorrow inside. In a world that constantly flows with a myriad of possibilities, promising young
minds need the spirit of enthusiasm, exploration and innovation. They must be imbued with zeal to discover and learn in multiple ways. They need to be involved in challenging content and share experiences. It is the duty of an educational institution to provide the best learning environment, a congenial and supportive atmosphere to bring generations to be the enlightened and
confident pioneers in the global village that the world has become. Greenway Modern School plans to empower young minds with knowledge, power and wisdom. A sound and and infrastructure is the backbone of every institution that is worth its value. Greenway has consistently improved, built, renovated and supported a colossal infrastructure supported by efficient staff. We are
about to become a bigger, better and even more exciting and soulful place, growing in strides by adding new facilities and new dimensions for the safety, safety and comfort of young students. The entire campus is under CCTV surveillance to protect and watch from any incident. An efficient contingent of security personnel is deployed to prevent any external disruption. The large
school building includes four comfortable floors with spacious and adequately ventilated classrooms. The building has an elevator to help with safe and fast switching. An adequate supply of water and electricity is guaranteed without failure all the time. The sprawling campus has a basketball court, a badminton court, and a vast playing field complete with a huge stage that pulsates
perennially with activities. The physics, chemistry, biology and computer science laboratories are spacious well equipped and supported to meet the needs of our curious students. A large auditorium with huge seating capacity has been added to the school infrastructure to provide more space and space for enterprising Greenwanians. The school's huge state-of-the-art library is
loaded with the latest information in hundreds of books that are added each year to congratulate the love of learning and books among students. The school's computer lab is equipped with a computer and enough space to accommodate students at the same time. A large room dedicated to art lovers where they can sit and unleash their latent talent in art and craftsmanship. The
school constantly plans to add more facilities for the benefit of students. There are school janito bids and an efficient team that maintains the infrastructure responds to complaints and fixes. There is a dedicated team employed in the office that acts as an efficient communication link between parents, teaching staff and management. School Ratings main message Mohit Sachdeva
The greatest discovery of this generation is that a human being can alter his life by altering his attitude, and this change of attitude begins with small acts of consideration for the well-being of others, first of all. My commitment has always been to give a quality and meaningful education to children, who can improve their skills in all directions and also make them a good human
being. Just like a small seed that has the potential to grow in a possductive tree and produce abundant fruits, every child born on earth is a bundle of talents. The right environment at the right time and the right attitude to the child to bloom. A truly inclusive school involves teachers, school administration and parents. The school must ensure that the curriculum is such that each
student receives individual attention and support that significant learning towards high standards of achievement, and that's why we're committed. . Activities Co-curricular Language Courses English Spoken Hindi Development Classes Activity Based Learning Smart Board Rooms Sports Cricket Football Volley Skating Swimming Basketball Badminton Yoga Co-Curricular
Activities Guitar Painting Drawing Drummer Dance Singing School Reviews Write a review The quality of education here is unmatched to any other school nearby. The students are t ... Read more This is the best school much more competent than others. I am a former student of this school and ... Read more They can improve bathrooms, medical rooms, better activities for
students. And assume a better faculty ... Read also A school without activity, nor are the staff qualified (teachers change every 6 months). In nur ... Read other teachers like Manju Kasana too busy telling life stories and beating kids up for a cheap comedy... Read more Greenway Modern School, Block A, Dilshad Garden, New Delhi, Delhi, India Trending Schools 3.88 VotesNew
Delhi, Delhi Starting fees: ₹4,000 3,445 VotesNew Delhi, Delhi Starting fees: ₹4,582 3,834 VotesNew Delhi, Delhi Starting fees: ₹2,000 3,831 VotesNew Delhi, Delhi Starting fees: ₹2,600 3,934 VotesNew Delhi, Delhi Starting fees: ₹2,165 Most Viewed Schools 4,616 votesGhaziabad, Uttar ... Starting fees: ₹6,952 3,439 VotesFaridabad, Haryana Starting fees: ₹5,500 3,732
VotesChandigarh, Chand... Starting fees: ₹2,000 3,730 VotesChandigarh, Chand... Starting fees: ₹3,000 3,831 VotesChandigarh, Chand... Starting fees: ₹36,120 similar schools 3,727 votesNew Delhi, Delhi Starting fees: ₹1,200 3,832 votesNew Delhi, Delhi Starting fees: ₹2,998 3,625 VotesNew Delhi, Delhi Starting fees: ₹240 3.45 VotesNew Delhi, Delhi Starting fees: ₹35,250
4,145 VotesNew Delhi, Delhi Starting fees: ₹2,280 ₹2,280
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